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Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Welcome to class! Thanks for tuning in. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV 

  
 
Comment From Lydia PA ʕ  ᴥ  ʔ  
Trumpets calling us to class 
 
Comment From rejoyce  
Present!! 
 
Comment From David in VA  
Hi Ms Amanda. Whew made it 
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Since it’s April, and Earth Day is next week, I figured it was appropriate to have an Earth Day 
Celebration for class this month! 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
So, let’s kick things off with a little bit of history. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Does anyone know when the first Earth Day was? No googling! 
 
Comment From BarbG  
1990 
 
Comment From Sharon in Fl  
No but it used to be called Arbor Day 
 
Comment From Lydia PA ʕ  ᴥ  ʔ  
1970 in April 
 
Comment From rejoyce  
1975? 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Did anyone here participate in the very first Earth Day? 
 
Comment From David in VA  
Without Google sure 1990 sound sgood to me 
 
Comment From rejoyce  
Sadly, no :( 
  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Earth Day was proposed by Senator Gaylord Nelson. While the first Earth Day was in 1970, the 
momentum for the day had been building for years. 
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Comment From Brenda from Virginia  
I was in college then. We did recognize the day, but I don't recall what the actual activities 
were. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
One big push for momentum that happened in the 60’s was Rachel Carson’s book, “Silent 
Spring” was published. The book drew a lot of attention to the problems with pesticides in our 
environment. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV 

  
 
Comment From Lydia PA ʕ  ᴥ  ʔ  
I know Vietnam war was going on---many of us raised during the &)'s kids will remember that. 
So much turmoil in the county. "Bridge over Trouble Waters" was song of that era and I think 
there was opposition to earth day too 
 
Comment From Lydia PA ʕ  ᴥ  ʔ  
We planted tree at our school on that first Earth Day. I remember that. 
 
Comment From Brenda from Virginia  
I hope one day we will have that book as a Book club selection. 
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Have you read it, Brenda? It's our on our list of potentials. It was incredibly influential, though 
I've heard it can be technical/textbooky for some people. I admit, I haven't read it (but feel as 
though I should!) 
 
Comment From rejoyce  
Yes, we should do it for a book club! 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Nowadays, many of us (especially in this field) can easily understand the interconnectedness of 
all life – the basics of food chains. When you poison pests … and other animals eat the pests 
and are in turned poisoned … well, that was all kind of ground-breaking stuff at the time. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Senator Nelson was growing increasingly concerned that our environmental problems were not 
being seen and recognized – so there was a big push to get these issues into the limelight. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
It took some years, but finally in 1969, Senator Nelson announced that there would be a 
nationwide grassroots effort on behalf of the environment on April 22, 1970. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
The idea took off, and millions of people participated from coast to coast – it was a great 
success. People were showing their concern about water, air pollution, and so many of the 
environmental issues that were important to them. 
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV 

  
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Senator Nelson: “So long as the human species inhabits the Earth, proper management of its 
resources will be the most fundamental issue we face. Our very survival will depend upon 
whether or not we are able to preserve, protect and defend our environment. We are not free 
to decide about whether or not our environment ‘matters.’ It does matter, apart from any 
political exigencies. We disregard the needs of our ecosystem at our mortal peril.” 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Here’s a link to a post by Senator Nelson, which gives some additional insight into the day: 
https://www.epa.gov/aboutepa/earth-day-70-what-it-meant 
 
Comment From rejoyce  
Sounds like he was a man ahead of his time! 
 
Comment From Vivian in PA  
I read "Silent Spring" about a year ago for the first time. Freaked me out! 
 
Comment From Brenda from Virginia  
I have read it, and there are some technical parts, but GIFTS OF THE CROW had them too. I 
taught segments from it in my classes (high school juniors), and they received them well. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Good to know! 
 

https://www.epa.gov/aboutepa/earth-day-70-what-it-meant
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Comment From Seahawk Nadine-U.P.,WA  
Were you born in 1990 Amanda? 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Ha!! You are too kind ... :) 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
As many of you know, there was something else that happened at that first Earth Day that is 
significant for us … and for a certain member of our team … 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV 

  
Pogo the Virginia Opossum 
 
Comment From Brenda from Virginia  
Pogo! 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
In the 1940’s, Walt Kelly created “Pogo”, a comic strip about an opossum and his friends in the 
Okefenokee Swamp in the southeastern United States. Pogo Possum played a central role in the 
very first Earth Day in 1970 – creator Kelly drew a poster of Pogo, holding a litter pick-up stick 
and a burlap bag. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
The quote, “We have met the enemy and he is us” has become well-known and went on to be 
used in additional Earth Day comics – it highlights a key concept of environmental stewardship. 
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV 

  
 
Comment From rejoyce  
POGO!! 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
When our volunteer, Bob, suggested the name Pogo for an education opossum – well, we 
couldn’t think of a more appropriate name! So, our own Pogo reminds us of Earth Day every 
day. 
 
Comment From rejoyce  
Aweeeeeeeee :) 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
(really, is there a better name for an education opossum?!?!) 
 
Comment From Brenda from Virginia  
Bob the nurse? Hope he comes back to volunteer, BTW. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Yep! 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
He's around. While he doesn't come regularly, I've seen him since his retirement (third 
retirement from volunteering, by the way ...) 
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Comment From CarolinaGirl  
I think Pogo was born about the time I was. :) 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
We’ve come a long way since that first Earth Day – but of course, still have a long way to go and 
have many different challenges today. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
There were significant problems back at that first Earth Day that people were dealing with, that 
actually have been improved and resolved. Things like leaded gasoline, which has since been 
eliminated and gives us cleaner air and better health! 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LZV6lsQiqAs 
 
Comment From CarolinaGirl  
Now if we could get lead free bullets and fishing gear..... 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
And we’re all familiar with this issue: 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S81O2LGMiPU 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
It’s important to remember that as we tackle today’s problems that we have successfully 
tackled past problems! 
 
Comment From Lydia PA ʕ  ᴥ  ʔ  
I remember seeing those cartoons. I also read that Nelson was inspired by the student anti-war 
movement, he realized that if he could infuse that energy with public consciousness about air 
and water pollution, it would force environmental protection onto the national political agenda. 
So Nelson announced the idea for a “national teach-in on the environment” . There were lots of 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LZV6lsQiqAs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S81O2LGMiPU
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"Make love not war" and rebellions in those days. It was a good time to harness that energy --I 
never really thought about it before. 
 
Comment From CarolinaGirl  
Baby steps. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Unfortunately, it’s easy to become overwhelmed and cynical. Some of the issues that we are 
facing today, like climate change, are at an order of such magnitude, it’s easy to feel helpless 
and frustrated. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
If we think back to that first Earth Day though – when millions of people came together, of all 
backgrounds and ages and different walks of life – I think we can be inspired to work together 
to make changes. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Today, we are a “throw away” society – we use a lot of resources, waste a lot of resources, and 
throw a lot away in the name of convenience. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
So what can we do? I think we all are familiar with “reduce, reuse, and recycle” -- but how often 
do we really think about and pay attention to that? 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Sometimes the best ways to make big change are by making small changes in our everyday 
lives. For our own health, for wildlife, and for the health of our planet. 
 
Comment From rejoyce  
It can be very depressing, especially when you realize that so many people are more interested 
in what's profitable or convenient instead of what's right for the environment. 
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
There’s a really great TED talk by Chris Jordan that show us some statistics about ourselves. He 
argues that with so many stats and huge numbers these days, we are losing sense of the 
significant of the stats, and we are becoming anesthetized. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
After all, if we talk about throwing out six million plastic cups ... it's hard to envision what six 
million cups looks like, and grasp what that really means. When you talk about those big 
numbers … it’s easy to get overwhelmed. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
He takes stats and makes them visual – in hopes that the issues will matter to us more. He talks 
about a number of issues, but one really interesting and pertinent visual stat he has is about 
plastic and paper cups. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV 

  
By Chris Jordan 
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV 

  
By Chris Jordan 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV 

  
By Chris Jordan 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Those are one million plastic cups – the number that airlines use – and throw out – every six 
hours. 
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Comment From CarolinaGirl  
Oh my word! 
 
 
Comment From Brenda from Virginia  
Those are powerful images! 
 
Comment From Texas Gal  
WOW! they need to recycle those!! 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Or ... we just need to say "no thanks" and start with reducing! 
 
Comment From rejoyce  
WOW!!!! 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
https://www.ted.com/talks/chris_jordan_pictures_some_shocking_stats?language=en 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
I won’t play the whole video here because it’s about 11 mins long and he shares some other 
stats that don’t pertain to this class, but I do encourage you to watch it afterward. Particularly 
because he ends on some inspirational thoughts. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
He talks about change – and about taking responsibility for the one piece of the solution that 
we are in charge of: our own behavior. 
 
Comment From rivergirl  
As far as recycling is concerned: for two years in a row my community was awarded the top 
recyclers in the entire county! I was both impressed and proud...it's a step in the right direction. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
That's great! 
 

https://www.ted.com/talks/chris_jordan_pictures_some_shocking_stats?language=en
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Comment From CarolinaGirl  
We try to reduce, reuse, and recycle. Our county has just stopped recycling glass because there 
are no local buyers for it. Very frustrating! 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
How frustrating. 
 
Comment From Lydia PA ʕ  ᴥ  ʔ  
Plastic Ocean mad a big impression on me. I really did not know of the huge impact of our 
plastic and litter on the Oceans. But many of us have changed some habits since reading that 
book. Actually, also Silence of the Songbirds resulted in some of use changing habits. Education 
really is the key, in a variety of ways 
 
I'm late, but I took my class to downtown Dallas to participate in the Second Earth Day. 
 
Comment From CarolinaGirl  
I love that in Europe if you stop at a rest area for coffee, you get it in a real cup and you finish it 
there....no waste! 
 
Comment From rivergirl  
The local senior center recycles, repurposes and has a walking club who will collectively be 
combining their "mileage" to walk 100 miles. 
 
Comment From Seahawk Nadine-U.P.,WA  
I am very aware of straws in restaurants now and say NO STRAWS nicely to the waitress. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
That's awesome! 
 
Comment From CarolinaGirl  
Me too Lydia! After reading that my whole outlook changed! 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Let’s take a look at some more changes that we could make TODAY that would add up and have 
big benefits. And of course ... chime in with how you are taking charge in your daily life! 
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Junk mail is pretty annoying, right? Unfortunately, it’s more than annoying for us – it’s bad for 
the environment EarthDay.org says that “In the United State alone, nearly 4 million tons of junk 
mail are produced each year.” 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Not only are a lot of trees cut down for that, a lot of water is wasted to create and recycle junk 
mail, and all the while a lot of greenhouse gases are emitted. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
So, take steps to cut down on your junk mail! There are a few websites out there where you can 
do this; I use https://www.catalogchoice.org 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
They do the work for you – rather than going through your mail pile and contacting each 
company, you just enter the company name into the Catalog Choice website, and they do the 
legwork for you. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
They also give you fun little stats that make you feel good: 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV 

  
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Of course, in addition to reducing junk mail, you can also go paperless – sign up to get your bills 
delivered online, rather than being mailed to you. 

http://www.earthday.org/
https://www.catalogchoice.org/
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Comment From Texas Gal  
I bring all my recycle stuff up to work. We have bins all over the place. I used the link you sent 
last year.. Thank you! 
 
Comment From CarolinaGirl  
All bills are emailed to me! Love it! 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
A big thing we can do today -- plastic reduction. One huge thing we can do is to cut our extreme 
plastic addiction. Plastic is in just about everything these days – and while we can’t deny that 
it’s made life easier for us, we are using way too much plastic. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
The single-use plastic (like those cups on airplanes) is particularly bad -- and out of hand! 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
The problem is that plastic never really goes away – it just breaks down and gets smaller and 
smaller and smaller. The single-use plastic items are particularly troublesome – think bottled 
water, plastic bags, and all that plastic packaging that our food comes in at the store. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_6xlNyWPpB8 

Comment From BarbG  
refillable water bottle 
 
Comment From Lydia PA ʕ  ᴥ  ʔ  
I am beginning to see more and more refillable water stations in public places, which is great. 
Last time we flew out of Dulles I was happy to see stations there now for refilling your own 
water bottles. and there is a digital counter on it that tells how much trash saved as a result 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Yep, I've seen more of those too. Last time I flew, I took my own water bottle -- which is 
exciting in of itself because it has a hog-nosed snake on it, so I can share my love of hog-nosed 
snakes as I travel ... :) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_6xlNyWPpB8
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Comment From Seahawk Nadine-U.P.,WA  
Going on walks I always take a bag and pick up plastic bottles and cans. 
 
Comment From rejoyce  
LOL Amanda! 
 
Comment From CarolinaGirl  
I wish all restaurants would stop using plastic or styrofoam containers! 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Yep, that's a tough one -- I haven't quite mastered the routine of bringing a reusable container, 
but sometimes I do try that. or I just ask for aluminum foil, if the leftover item isn't too messy.  
 
Comment From Jakermo♥ ʕ ᴥ ʔ   
I don't drink from water bottles! 
 
Comment From Dave in Missouri   
Cool AA! 
 
Comment From Lydia PA ʕ  ᴥ  ʔ   
I carry my own water bottle. Places that serve water in a pitcher are more than glad to refill my 
bottle (some airlines to this..will refill your own. But many airlines will own serve you water is a 
little water now--oh and give you a plastic cup of ice. On reason I love those water filling 
stations. It is filtered and cold. So after you go through security you can go to those water filling 
stations, refill you own water. Then I do not need to ask for water on the airlies 
 
Comment From rejoyce   
Plastic is AWFUL :( 
 
Comment From rivergirl   
What are the chances that we can get the government to ban at least throwaway plastic 
bottles? That would at least force the issue. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Whew, tough, I'm sure! The bottled water industry is a big one ... 
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
But some states have enacted legislature to ban some plastic. I think there is a "microbead ban" 
in some places now -- so that products can't use those tiny little annoying microbeads. 
 
Comment From rejoyce   
Also, use dishes, glasses, and silverware that you WASH instead of throw away!!! 
 
Comment From rivergirl   
Metal recycling is a great money-maker for both individuals and groups to make a worthwhile 
effort to get in back into the cycle of repurposing. Many construction crews use the local facility 
on a regular basis...it's a "win/win" for everyone. 
 
Comment From rejoyce   
I agree, Lydia. Plastic Ocean really impacted me!!! 
 
Comment From BarbG   
Plastic Ocean made a huge impression on me 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
While recycling plastic prevents the stuff from just sitting around in our landfills (forever), there 
is just too much plastic for recycling to be the only option (and of course, recycling is also 
“expensive” through use of water, etc). 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Reducing our use and cutting that addiction is a huge way to help the Earth. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
In addition to bringing your own reusable water bottles and fill from home and water fountains, 
you can bring your own bags to the store … and don’t buy soaps, shampoos, and makeup with 
microbeads and other plastic! 
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Choose foods that aren’t packaged with plastic. If you want to pack apple slices or carrot sticks 
for lunch, just buy the veggies, cut them up, and pack them in a reusable container – rather 
than buying those tiny plastic bags of cut apples that are packaged in a bigger plastic bag. Those 
drive me nuts! 
 
Comment From CarolinaGirl   
Also would like to see those nasty little plastic grocery bags outlawed everywhere. I bring my 
own but I am in the minority. Plastic Ocean really brought their pollution to light. 
 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Some places are banning those too -- and some stores charge an additional "bag fee". It's 
minimal, but it gets people thinking. I'm with you though ... I look around my grocery store and 
often feel like I'm the only one bringing bags into the store. :/ 
 
Comment From rivergirl   
Seahawk Nadine: I ditto your effort. I usually take two bags, one is for collecting useful natural 
materials for art projects and the other is for collecting trash...the trash bag is always full! 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
And, if you haven’t read our past book club book yet, “Plastic Ocean” by Capt. Charles Moore, 
give it a try! http://wildlifecenter.org/news_events/news/wildlife-book-club 
 
Comment From Lydia PA ʕ  ᴥ  ʔ   
I used that serive (junk mail) you told us about. Says on the average it takes about 3 months to 
see results. And finally this month we are? Many of my junk mail catalogs have stopped! 
 
Comment From Jersey Shore Amy   
Even kids (esp. teens) are getting much better now at recognizing unnecessary packaging, and 
toting their own water bottles all over the place. I'm a fiend at home about paper and 
recyclables staying OUT of the trash. 
 
Comment From Brenda from Virginia   
Personal care products with microbeads were banned in the US in January. That's a start. 
 
 

http://wildlifecenter.org/news_events/news/wildlife-book-club
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Right! Phased out, right? 
 
Comment From Jersey Shore Amy   
I never knew until last year that those were artificial beads and didn't dissolve. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Sneaky, isn't it? 
 
Comment From Brenda from Virginia   
Yes, being phased out. 
 
Comment From David in VA   
Isn't that the stuff they used to put in toothpaste? 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
In some ... and in shampoos, face washes, hand soaps, etc ... blah. 
 
Comment From rejoyce   
When you really pay attention, it's shocking how much plastic is used everywhere. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
So, let's see ... what else can we do to help the Earth (and ourselves?) Buy local, and support 
your local Farmer’s markets. It’s a great way to reduce your carbon footprint, by eating the 
foods that are grown right around you, rather than being shipped in from South America. And 
your local farmers will love the support! 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
And when you have leftover food … compost it! Starting a compost pile is a great way to reduce 
your impact on landfills. According to http://www.earthday.org/, if you compost on a continual 
basis, the volume of garbage you generate can be reduced by as much as 25%! 
 
 
 

http://www.earthday.org/
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
There are some good resources out there to help you figure out how to start a compost pile or 
bin – a lot of it will depend on your set-up. Or you know, you can just get chickens and use 
them as a composting mechanism … :) 
 
Comment From rivergirl   
Unfortunately, there are some things you can't purchase locally...my morning banana! 
 
Comment From Elaine VB VA   
No. Carolina has banned plastic shopping bags. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Probably an obvious one for this crowd, but the things we put out there in the environment 
have an impact on plants, insects, animals, and us. Pesticides may kill pests … but they also kill 
wildlife and can be really harmful to us and our domestic animal friends! Embrace your 
dandelions ... :) 
 
Comment From BarbG   
Dandelions are great for bees too 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Recycling is another way we can “lighten the load” on landfills. I think “reduce” is the first step 
– better to reduce our need for “stuff” in the first place – but when we have trash that we have 
to figure out what to do with, we can be more cognizant of what is “trash” and what is able to 
be recycled for second-use. 
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV 

  
 
Comment From Jersey Shore Amy   
last year I had tremendous success with just pouring straight white vinegar on weeds growing 
up through driveway and edging cracks. No more roundup for me - don't even think there's a 
pesticide in my garage. 
 
Comment From rivergirl   
I think it initially took a depression to make people think how they can survive without many 
things. That mentality is almost long gone. PS: dandlion salad was enjoyed by my grandparents 
and mother. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Don’t litter, and pick-up trash. This should be fairly obvious … but don’t litter! It makes me sad 
how often people do this – some of our roadsides are just covered in bottles, plastic bags, 
cigarette butts, and other trash. 
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
And of course … don’t litter your “trash”, but also don’t throw leftover food outside of the car 
window. No litter is safe litter! 
 
 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV 

  
The message of the apple core 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
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Comment From Jakermo♥ ʕ ᴥ ʔ   
Oh we know about apple cores!! 
 
Comment From CarolinaGirl   
I was so surprised at the apple core lesson. Always thought that was ok. WRONG! 
 
Comment From rivergirl   
For trash day I always have recycling. Garbage I might have enough for every other week. 
 
Comment From Jakermo♥ ʕ ᴥ ʔ   
I love that poster. Do you sell them? 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
We don't have them printed, just an online version! 
 
Comment From Seahawk Nadine-U.P.,WA   
I use to throw my gum out the window many years ago because I thought it was good for the 
holes in the pavement. Well, not anymore after following WCV and learning how bad it is for 
the birds. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Get involved with your local environmental organizations and volunteer your time for a local 
trash pick-up. It’s good for the environment, it’s good for wildlife, it’s good for the place where 
you live, and it’ll make you feel good too! 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
And lastly … spread the word! Take action, and tell others about it. 
 
Comment From Seahawk Nadine-U.P.,WA   
Will BarbG there is a field not far from me that has a lot of those Dandelions so the bees should 
be happy. 
 
Comment From Seahawk Nadine-U.P.,WA   
I have everyone in my family separating their stuff now. Cans, bottles, garbage, dumpsters and 
whatever else the recycle people will let us do. I use clothe bags for my grocery shopping and 
keep them in my car.(Or I would forget them) 
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Comment From Lydia PA ʕ  ᴥ  ʔ   
I remember 3 major types of learning, (Hearing, seeing, doing) and any time education can 
combine all 3 ways at once, the more people will be reached. So these discussions online, 
where we can interact online, see a vid, watch the critters with a moderator to help tie it all 
together work really well. 
 
Comment From rivergirl   
I've seen footage of the "plastic ocean"...it's disgusting to see and also to see the effects. 
Plastics can kill many things. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Yes. Anyone who doesn't think plastic is a big deal should also watch the trailier to "Midway" -- 
about the gyre and albatross. It's heart-breaking. I'm not sure whatever happened to creating 
the full-length movie, but just the trailer alone is eye-opening. 
 
Comment From Jakermo♥ ʕ ᴥ ʔ   
We can spread that info AA. 
 
Comment From Texas Gal   
can we share the landfill poster on Facebook? 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Yep, credit is on the side there -- and it looks like they'd like it to be shared! 
 
Comment From Jakermo♥ ʕ ᴥ ʔ   
The paper bags are okay, right? 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Better than plastic, although reusable is even better! 
 
Comment From Jersey Shore Amy   
Ohhhh, maybe I'll print out the posters and hang them up at work as an Earth Day PSA... 
 
Comment From Jersey Shore Amy   
I really don't understand why we can't devote resources to reducing those huge plastic ocean 
islands, and give recycling/reduce efforts a chance to "catch up". They are not going to go away 
on their own even if no trash was ever thrown overboard. 
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Ooh, I saw an article on that recently ... about the best place to concentrate efforts. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
http://conservationmagazine.org/2016/02/to-get-plastic-out-of-the-sea-look-to-the-land/ 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
"Cleanup efforts for ocean plastics should be concentrated close to shore, at the source of the 
problem, rather than in areas of open ocean where plastic tends to accumulate, according to a 
study recently published in the journal Environmental Research Letters. Ideally, if plastic 
collectors were placed offshore near coastal population centers, they could remove nearly one-
third of plastic in the ocean over the next 10 years." 
 
Comment From Lydia PA ʕ  ᴥ  ʔ   
One thing that makes me happy about the area I will be moving to is that most of them are 
conservationist minded. They often organize trash pick up days, they do recycling, they get 
groups together to plant new trees in certain areas, etc But, I also see that many of them seem 
to think it is okay for cats to be indoor/outdoor. They do not want dogs running alone through 
the mountains off lease, but yet it is okay for cats to so. I have to be careful that I do not start 
preaching until I get to know them better. Then, slowly will, hopefully begin to educate about 
harm of cats running loose (that last part is a bit off today's topic...but it bothers me and I have 
been thinking about it alot) 
 
Comment From rivergirl   
Lawn debris and grass clippings that are recycled in your community should go into PAPER bags 
NOT PLASTIC! 
 
Comment From rejoyce   
I think there should be incentives for companies to develop eco-friendly packaging. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
If you’re interested in learning more and taking a quiz on what your footprint in, there’s a quiz 
here: It’ll tell you how many Earths it would take to sustain the human race if everyone lived 
like you. Not sure what the average is, but it’s pretty interesting and gets you thinking about 
ways you can reduce: http://www.earthday.org/take-action/footprint-calculator/ 
 
 

http://conservationmagazine.org/2016/02/to-get-plastic-out-of-the-sea-look-to-the-land/
http://www.earthday.org/take-action/footprint-calculator/
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Comment From David in VA   
I have to leave for a meeting but wanted to thank you Ms Amanda for another great classroom 
series. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
And, one more thing of note that ties into Earth Day – as we discussed at our most recent book 
club meeting, John Muir’s birthday is on April 21! 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Even though Muir died more than 50 years before the first Earth Day, I think he would approve. 
It’s a cool coincidence that his birthday is the day before Earth Day. Talk about a guy who loved 
the earth and nature. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
The historical John Muir house in California has a “Birthday Earth Day” celebration every year. 
 
Comment From rejoyce   
He would have loved that! 
 
Comment From Jersey Shore Amy   
And I have to get back to work - needed a quick bear-break in the middle of a hectic day. Thank 
you AA! 
 
Comment From Texas Gal   
Thanks Amanda for the reminder of taking care of mother earth! 
 
Comment From BarbG   
My friends are all learning about John Muir and what he did 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
So, to end class on a note of hope, I thought I’d just share a few inspirational quotes/memes. I 
hope you have a happy Earth Day next week – but also remember to make Earth Day every day! 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Thanks for attending! 
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV 

  
 
Comment From Brenda from Virginia   
Thank you for a most interesting and informative class, Amanda. I will review Maggie's book 
and watch the TED talk by Mr. Jordan now. 
 
Comment From BarbG   
thanks it was wonderful 
 
Comment From Lydia PA ʕ  ᴥ  ʔ   
Oh yes! Happy Birthday honoring Muir by cleaning up the earth! 
 
Comment From rejoyce   
Great quotes AA!! 
 
Comment From CK in Pa   
Thanks Amanda! Great class! 
 
Comment From Brenda from Virginia   
Thanks for the great memes too! 
 
Comment From CarolinaGirl   
Thanks Amanda for a wonderful class!! 
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Comment From Mary E in NC   
Love your quotes and pictures - thanks for a great session, Amanda! 
 
Comment From jtct   
If everyone does their small part.... the World is a cleaner and better place! Thanks Amanda 
 


